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Advanced Condition Monitoring  
Capability in the Hands of All

In spite of the global economic 
crisis that has impacted markets 

across the globe, the wind en-
ergy sector has continued to grow 
steadily. The wind turbines’ share of 
total electricity production is grow-
ing and expected to almost double 
by 2017. Overall, the wind energy 
market is maturing and competition 
within the industry and from other 
energy sources is pushing owners 
and operators of wind turbines to 
optimize production and streamline 
service and maintenance operations 
to remain competitive. In this market, 
condition monitoring systems are 
becoming a necessity. 

For over a decade, we have nurtured 
the development of wind turbine 
condition monitoring from its infancy 
to the dedicated systems we use  
today. We have also expanded our 
renowned surveillance and diagnos-
tic service centres in three conti-
nents, thereby assisting the wind 
energy industry in managing the 
condition of their wind parks.

With increased customer and market 
maturity, the demands on integrating 
condition monitoring into operations 
has also evolved significantly. Large 
fleet owners and operators seek full 
transparency and control over the 
data generated by their turbines, 

and in some cases to build their own 
condition monitoring service centers. 
We identified this trend three years 
ago, leading to the development of 
the Vibrosuite solution.

VibroSuite is a unique stand-alone 
platform for owners and operators 
of both small and large wind parks, 
adaptable to all levels of experience. 
With the addition of VibroSuite to 
our condition monitoring portfolio, 
we can provide hardware, software, 
service and training, in completely 
customer oriented and flexible con-
figurations. The possibilities span 
from the customers doing everything 
in-house in their own server environ-
ment to Brüel & Kjær Vibro providing 
the full monitoring service – or any-
thing in between.

Read more about VibroSuite in this 
issue of Uptime, which I’m very 
happy to launch.
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date with new machine monitoring trends 
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the VibroSuite launch.
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VibroSuite – Stand-alone wind turbine monitoring

New product with a lot of 
experience
Brüel & Kjær Vibro is the leading 
supplier of condition monitoring 
systems and diagnostic services for 
wind turbines. Over the last dec-
ade, we have optimized wind park 
productivity and helped our custom-
ers avoid catastrophic failure of drive 

train components on thousands of 
wind turbines around the world. We 
maximize lead-time to maintenance 
by detecting developing faults early, 
accurately and reliably. After 150 mil-
lion hours of wind turbine operation 
(i.e. 120,000 GWh of energy), more 
than 375 high-severity reports have 
been issued, thus avoiding severe 

VibroSuite is the newest member of a long list of condition monitoring products designed by 

Brüel & Kjær Vibro for the wind turbine market. It comprises a suite of software packages that  

interface directly to the wind turbine condition monitoring hardware (DDAU). The net result:  

A state-of-the-art stand-alone wind turbine monitoring solution – completely client-owned  

– that will significantly reduce maintenance costs and increase Uptime of your park. 
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mechanical breakdowns. In addition 
another 2000 lower severity reports 
were issued, allowing maintenance 
to be planned ahead of time with a 
long lead time. 

Over the years we have continuously 
improved and enhanced our fault 
detection and diagnostic capabilities, 
together with operators and turbine 
manufacturers, and this experi-
ence culminates in the launch of the 
VibroSuite Wind Turbine Condition 
Monitoring solution. VibroSuite  
utilises the same platform used by 
the renowned Brüel & Kjær Vibro 
Surveillance Centres.

Designed with the customers’ 
needs in focus
VibroSuite is completely client-
hosted (stand-alone system), that 
enables end-users and operators to 
host, process and analyse the data 
in-house. This powerful user-friendly 
solution lends itself to use by opera-
tors with all levels of experience, for 
monitoring all types of wind turbines 

under varying operating conditions 
and park sizes ranging from a few 
turbines to several thousand. Its 
scalability enables the system to 
grow with your experience and busi-
ness needs. VibroSuite enables you 
to undertake cross comparison of 
turbines by type, park or drive train 
components. Individual alarm limits 
for each turbine can then be easily 
calculated from statistical data.

VibroSuite operates on a Microsoft 
Windows platform, enabling one 
central server to monitor multiple 
parks, without the need for costly 
on-site servers.

Comprehensive monitoring 
solution
VibroSuite has been designed with 
the recommendations and terminol-
ogy of ISO 13379 in mind, which 
encompasses the entire monitor-
ing system implementation process. 
VibroSuite is not only used for fault 
detection and alarm management, 
diagnosis, prognosis and risk  

assessment, it is also actively used 
in establishing the appropriate  
monitoring strategy for  different 
wind turbine types, and guiding  
the service technicians through the  
entire system installation and com-
missioning process. 

Increase your bottom-line
VibroSuite, like the rest of the wind 
turbine condition monitoring solution 
has been designed from the bot-
tom up for analysing potential failure 
modes and their effect on descrip-
tor values. The result is a solution 
that provides actionable information 
significantly reduces maintenance 
costs and increases uptime of your 
park. VibroSuite maximises lead-time 
to identifying by predicting potential 
drivetrain faults at an early stage. 
With the AlarmManager feature, the 
system efficiently avoids alarm  
flooding thereby saving costs and 
greatly reducing the work load  
of the diagnostic specialists. 

Figure 1. VibroSuite LaunchPad  
allows you to easily select the  
VibroSuite software relevant to  
your task/application.
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The VibroSuite platform 
comprises the following 
modules:
  DDAU data acquisition hard-

ware – Scalar vibration, process 
parameters and time series  
vibration data are simultaneously 
measured and conditioned in the 
16-channel data acquisition unit. 
This data is sent remotely to the 
data server via LAN or GPRS.  
A snapshot of all scalar vibration 
data and process values can be 

obtained by user request or auto-
matically according to pre-defined 
conditions.

  VibroSuite.AlarmManager  – 
This unique alarm management 
software scans detailed alarm 
information from the monitoring 
system and reduces it to one  
single alarm for each detected 
fault. A sudden gust, for example, 
can generate many alarms when 
there is no fault, or a single fault 
can be picked up by several  

sensors and generate several 
alarms. The AlarmManager can 
detect these situations and  
remove the unnecessary alarms, 
thereby eliminating false alarms 
and reducing analysis time

  VibroSuite.WTGAnalyzer –  
Performs advanced vibration 
analysis on the time signal to  
determine the type, severity and 
root cause of a detected fault. 
This enables you to accurately 
diagnose the fault, effectively plan 

Fig 3. VibroSuite, part of the  
stand-alone wind turbine monitoring 
platform, consists of management  
and analysis software such as the 
WTG analysis software, AlarmTracker, 
and more.
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maintenance activities ahead of 
time and order necessary spares.

  VibroSuite.AlarmTracker – A 
powerful resource management 
tool that minimizes the time from 
alarm to report. It provides quick 
access of historical measurement 
data and alarm information from 
thousands of turbines to a net-
work of operators and specialists, 
enabling alarms to be handled 
quickly and efficiently, with experi-
ence gained and documented 
from each alarm.

  VibroSuite.EventMaster –  
Captures time waveforms on 
condition based trigger events, 

at regular time based intervals or 
upon trigger by a hardwired sig-
nal. Event data can be captured 
from a large number of turbines 
connected via a network, and sent 
to a data server for analysis by 
VibroSuite.WTGAnalyzer or other 
third party applications.

  VibroSuite.DiagnosticService  
Our range of services can be 
customized from supporting cus-
tomer’s daily monitoring activities 
for fault detection, to performing 
analysis and diagnostics on some 
or all detected faults, together 
with subsequent recommenda-
tions for prognostics and report-

ing activities. Brüel & Kjær Vibro 
has a global team of diagnostic 
specialists that can undertake part 
or all of your monitoring, diag-
nostics and reporting. With the 
VibroSuite stand-alone platform, 
access can be provided for Brüel 
& Kjær Vibro second level support 
with diagnostic work or other ad-
hoc assistance.   

Fig 4. Eventmaster automat-
ically captures time signals 
from a number of measure-
ment points simultaneously, 
for post-processing.
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A string test is an important 

tests undertaken on critical 

machines prior to installation 

on-site, and Compass plays 

an important role here. This 

article is the first of a two-part 

series that demonstrates the 

kind of vibration measure-

ments that are used for evalu-

ating a typical machine train 

(a completely assembled unit) 

prior to shipment to site. Part 

2 will appear in the next issue  

of Uptime.

Introduction
Many petrochemical and power 
projects include large productions 
machines, such as the propane 
and mixed refrigerant compressor 
trains in an LNG plant or the turbo-
generator sets in a power plant. 
These are referred to as machine 
trains since there are several 
machines connected in series.  
These typically consist of the:
  Driver (power turbine, motor, 

steam turbine, etc.)

  Transmission component  
(gearbox, coupling, etc.)

  Driven production machine  
(compressor, generator, pump, 
fan, extruder, mixer, etc.).

In addition to this, there can be 
other components mounted on the 
machine train such as a lubrication 
system, control system, inter-
stage coolers, monitoring system, 
overspeed governor, shutdown 
system, etc. All the individual 
components of a large machine 
train are generally critical to the 
process; if just one machine or 
machine component fails, the entire 
train is shut down and there is no 
production.

Each component in the machine train 
could be manufactured by a different 

company.  Normally each of these is 
individually tested at the respective 
factories, but this is not sufficient.  
To ensure operational integrity of the 
entire machine train, it is important 
to test all the machine components 
assembled together as an entire  
unit. This is called the “string test”, 
and is generally performed at the 
package vendor’s facility prior to the 
machine train being shipped to the 
customer’s location.

The system packager typically  
manufactures one or more of the 
machine components themselves. 
If problems are detected, the fac-
tory has the necessary facilities to 
rectify one or more of the individual 
machines in the train to resolve the 
problem. This would be difficult to 
do on-site, especially if there are 

String Testing a Typical Machine Train – Part 1

Figure 1. Monitoring system arrives at the factory for the string test.
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Figure 2. Monitoring system setup  
for the string test at the machine 
packager test facilities.

several identical machine trains with 
the same design error, as the site 
facilities for making major on-site 
modifications is limited.

The monitoring system that is intend-
ed to be installed on the machine 
train plays a vital role in the actual 
string test. Firstly, the monitoring 
system is initially commissioned on 
the machine train to ensure it is  
functioning as expected. Then the 
condition monitoring part of the 
system is used to test the machine 

train to ensure the machine train is 
performing in line with design speci-
fications. Lastly, baselines are estab-
lished for all the important measure-
ments.

Once the string test is success-
fully completed, the machine train is 
shipped to site where it is installed 
and a site acceptance test is under-
taken. This can include a full integra-
tion test for communications and a 
performance test at site conditions, 
which also utilizes the monitoring 

system, making it an integral part of 
the machine throughout the commis-
sioning process.

Machine train tested
String tests are undertaken on many 
different kinds of critical machine 
trains, but this article we will focus 
on a steam turbine generator as 
shown in Figure 3. The components 
to be tested as an assembled unit 
include the steam turbine, genera-
tor, baseplate, lubrication and control 
oil system, governor, overspeed trip 
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device, control systems and the  
vibration monitoring system. The test 
facilities typically provide their own 
in-house test boiler and condenser 
for the string test as it is neither nec-
essary nor practical to test the actual 
components that will be installed on-
site together with the machine train. 
The test facilities also include a load 
bank and a circuit breaker for the 
string test at load. For large machines 
the tests are sometimes undertaken 
at partial load conditions due to lim-
ited facilities at the packager factory.

Test procedure
There are numerous tests involved to 
determine if the entire machine train 
is functioning correctly, but this  
article will focus on those parts  
related to vibration measurements.
There are two purposes for the  
vibration measurements:
  Identify any problems with the 

machines, such as incorrect ther-
mal expansion or misalignment.

  Establish baselines for future 
monitoring purposes (i.e. the new, 
clean condition of the machine)

The steam turbine generator will 
generally operate at the line frequen-
cy, but there are a number of other 
operating points where monitoring is 
also undertaken. Therefore the test 
procedure ensures all these different 
operating speeds and regimes are 
tested, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. String test of a 40 MW steam turbine (left) and generator (right). An overview of radial 
and axial vibrations are shown in this particular display for no-load conditions at 3600 RPM.
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Figure 4. Typical string test procedure for a steam turbine. Green represents steady operating states and the yellow 
transient states. (This figure doesn’t show intermediate stops and starts for making adjustments, etc.).

Test Results
Vibration measurements are normally 
made on our Compass condition 
monitoring system at different  
machine speeds, and plots are used 
to evaluate the machine condition. 
The typical plots used are summa-
rized in Table 1, together with a  
description of what can be detected. 

Plots are presented for the gover-
nor side of the steam turbine portion 
of the machine train. Plots for the 
other steam turbine bearings and 
the generator will not be shown for 
simplicity.
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Table 1. Summary of plots used for string testing a steam turbine.

Machine state Plot Setup Purpose

Steady-state 
(running)

 Vector 1st order µm-PP and phase 
vs. time polar, 1st order, 
µm-PP vs. time

Detection of running speed harmonic related 
faults such as misalignment and unbalance

Spectrum 
waterfall

µm-PP vs. orders vs. RPM Useful for identifying  most of the faults associ-
ated with a steam turbine, such as unbalance, 
coupling misalignment, bearing misalignment, 
oil whirl, looseness, etc.

Orbit and 
dual time 
signal

X-Y µm vs. time Identifying non-stationary vibration, 
impacts, rubs

X-Y µm, unfi ltered Especially useful for identifying bearing stability, 
oil whirl, runout

X-Y µm, 1x fi ltered Identifying  unbalance and misalignment

Transient speed 
(run up, coast down)

Shaft 
centre-line

X, Y linear trend, DC Voltx, 
DC Volty vs. RPM

Identifying  misalignment and shaft 
preloading

X, Y circular, DC Voltx vs. 
DC Volty vs. RPM

Bode 1st order µm-PP and phase 
vs. RPM

Identifying resonance, unbalance, 
damping, etc.

Spectrum 
waterfall

µm-PP vs. freq. vs. RPM Same as for spectrum waterfall for orders, but 
well suited for visualization of sub-harmonic 
symptoms like oil whirl

µm-PP vs. orders vs. RPM Identifying resonance and all other faults 
mentioned in steady state condition

All machine states Axial Observing the infl uence of speed, load and other 
operating conditions on the axial position of the 
rotor during the complete string test periodRadial 1Hz/10Hz-1kHz RMS

Overview Figure 2 For judging the severity of the overall  vibration 
levels of the axial and radial vibration measure-
ments and for comparing them in a single glance
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In the next issue of  
Uptime, Part 2 in this 

series will present the actual 
plots during the string test.
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Madhavan from our International 
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tion in making this article. The string 
test is one of many added value 
services that service engineers offer 
from our world-wide network of  
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Contact info@bkvibro.com if you 
would like the complete article as  
a single PDF document.   
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Figure 1. The new Series ds820 series displacement sensor.

A New Generation of Eddy-Current 
Displacement Sensor Systems 

A unique, innovative displace-
ment measurement system 

was launched at the 2013 Hanover 
fair. The eddy-current displacement 
measurement chain, suitable for 
measuring relative shaft vibration 
and axial position, is part of the new 
ds820 product family. It covers a 
measuring range of up to 4 mm and 
comes in two series:
  Series ds821 for standard  

applications 
  Series ds822 for applications in 

hazardous areas (ATEX). 

Both systems are available in 5 m 
and 10 m cable lengths. In previous 
systems, the selection of the driver 
unit (oscillators/ demodulators) was 
contingent on the cable length being 
used. The new, innovative driver  
automatically determines the length 
of the connected cable and adapts 
the measurement accordingly. The 
result is increased flexibility on-site 
and reduced spare part handling 
while maintaining the quality and  
accuracy of the measurements.
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Customers, business partners 
and employees were recently in-

vited to the Brüel & Kjær Vibro head-
quarters in Denmark to celebrate 
the sale of the 5,000th wind turbine 
monitoring system! It was only a 
decade ago that Brüel & Kjær Vibro, 
one of the pioneers in monitoring the 
drive train of wind turbines, devel-

oped the first dedicated wind turbine 
monitoring system. Our unique moni-
toring concept of hardware, software 
and diagnostic service has been 
developed in close cooperation with 
customers and their service teams 
and is now used to monitor all types 
of wind turbines and wind parks. 
The diagnostic engineers in our 

Surveillance and Diagnostic Service 
Centres in Denmark Shanghai and 
Houston monitor thousands of wind 
turbines around the world, evaluate 
alarms and issue actionable reports, 
thereby maximising lead-time to 
maintenance for our customers.   

Figure 1. The three Surveillance and Diagnostic Service Centres are interconnected, 
thus providing round-the-clock machine fault detection and diagnostics.
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New Surveillance 
and Diagnostic 
Centre in USA

Today over 5000 wind turbines 
world-wide are being continu-

ously monitored by Brüel & Kjær Vibro 
condition monitoring systems and this 
number is increasing rapidly. To meet 
this growing demand, a new Surveil-
lance and Diagnostic Centre was 
recently opened in Houston, Texas 
(USA). Complementing the centre 
opened in Shanghai, China in 2012 
and the wind competence centre in 
Naerum Denmark, all surveillance 
and diagnostic centres provide  
services tailored to the local market 
including monitoring and diagnos-
tics, support, training and commis-
sioning for all types of turbines for 
wind park owners and operators as 
well as wind turbine OEMs. 

The full-service agreements which 
B&K Vibro are renowned for, where 
all fault detection, diagnosis and  
reporting is performed by full-time 
ISO 18436 certified vibration ana-
lysts, will now be available locally in 
the rapidly growing US market. While 
the three centres tailor the services 
to the local market needs, they are 
interconnected, to ensure that best 

practices are shared across the 
regions and to enable the provision 
of around-the-clock response to all 
emergency service queries from all 
parts of the world.

The more than 1200 systems already 
installed on wind turbines in the US 

will now be serviced by the Houston 
Service Centre. Strategically located 
in the south central part of USA,  
the location also gives access to  
the Mexican and Central/South 
American markets.   
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If you would like to subscribe to Uptime (hardcopy or e-mail version) or submit 
a case story, please contact the Editor at info@bkvibro.com. All case stories 
submitted are eligible to a draw for prizes.

The condition monitoring and diag-
nostics subcommittee of the Shock 
and Vibration technical committee 
(ISO TC 108 SC 5) recently held their 
13th plenary meeting in Berlin April 
22-26. This subcommittee consists 
of 13 Work Groups that are drafting 
new ISO standards and upgrading 
existing ones on best practice  
condition monitoring standards 
and guidelines. The ultimate goal of 
these ISO standards are to ensure 
that end-users, machine manufac-
turers, EPC’s, service companies, 
consultants and instrument suppliers 
can successfully work together to 
optimize machine uptime, perfor-
mance and reliability, reduce the 
total cost of ownership and extend 
the lifetime of the machines.

Carsten Andersson, Remote Moni-
toring Product Owner of the wind 
turbine group at Brüel & Kjær Vibro, 
is convener for Work Group 16 and 
responsible for creating comprehen-
sive condition monitoring standards 
for wind turbines (Carsten also is sit-
ting on the IECTC 88 Work Group for 
vibration monitoring norms for wind 
turbines). Mike Hastings is sitting on 
Work Group 3 for performance moni-
toring and has created a new Work 
Group for monitoring hydroelectric 
generating units.   

ISO TC 108 SC 5

info@bkvibro.com.

